PATMER SCHOOL
SUMMER VACATION HOLIDAY HOMEWORK-2018-19

Std-VI
English Literature
Note- The given assignment must be done in separate stick file.
1.

In not less than 300 words, write about Rabindranath Tagore and his
achievement .

2.

Write two poems written by him from his book Gitanjali.

3.

Write hundred words of daily use with its meaning, followed by one sentence.

4.

Learn word meanings, spellings and all exercises of ch-1, 2, 3.

English Language
1.

Make a list of 30 verbs in the format [V1, V2, V3, V4, V5 ] in c.w. copy; Do not
write the ones already given in book.

Hindi

1-

O;kdj.k fdrkc esa i`"B & 171] 172 ls lHkh ifjHkk"kk,¡ dkWih esa fy[ks rFkk ;kn djksA

2-

i`"B 164 vkSj i`"B- 165 dk vH;kl fdrkc esa fy[kksA

3-

*esjh vfoLej.kh; ;k=k* ’kh"kZd ij vuqPNsn fy[kksA

4-

IkkB-1 ls 12 ¼lkfgR;½ rd dk ys[kd ifjp;] dfo ifjp;] dfork rFkk ’kCnkFkZ fy[kdj ;kn
djksA

Maths
1.

Math lab Manuel:-

Complete up to Activity – 4 in the lab Manual Note book.

2.

Project work :-

Draw and write the rules of Eratosthenes sieve’s table for
finding our prime no. between (1 to 100) nicely on a
white chart paper.

3.

Explain (BODMAS)

Do 5-5 Q/ related with in a A-4 size paper nicely.

4.

Write & explain all types of number with their eg- of Pg:- 57 in a A-4 size paper
colour fully & nicely.

5.

Write 40. Spellings related with (Maths) in A-4 size paper.

Note:-

(H/W of 3, 4, 5 should be collected in a stick file)
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Science
From Ch-1 to Ch-4
1.
To write 10 difficult words everyday and learn.
2.
To write 10 Important points everyday and learn.
3.
To write keywords everyday and learn.
4.
To make deficiency disease chart.
Social Science:Note:Do the work in the stick file.
1.
What types of tools were used in different ages? Explain it with suitable diagram.
2.
How the discovery of fire and invention of wheel helped early man?
3.
Find out the names of some astronomers and make a list of their major
contributions. (Paste the pictures also)
4.
Draw a neatly labeled diagram showing The Heat Zones and the important lines
of latitudes. Choose any one zone and give characteristics of that area.
Project work Draw the diagram of solar system on the chart paper.
Computer
Write 20 lines of each from ch-1, computer software and ch-2, computer language.
Project work:Past 5 picture related with computer. Do it his the stick file.
G.K.
1.
Prepare a list of some amazing animals with suitable figures on a chart paper
with their characteristic features.
2.
Complete exercises upto page-25 in book and H.W. copy and prepare for test.
3.
Prepare a list of India’s neighboring countries with their capitals national animals
National anthem and national game.
Drawing
1.
Draw the sketch and colour them
2.
Village life/ Landscape
3.
Garden
4.
Favorite Cartoon character
Science Practical
1.
Complete science Practical copy.
2.
Prepare a list of different components of food on a chart paper with their source,
and importance with suitable figures. Also mention the importance of balanced
diet.

 Geeta…..

